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By Evelyn D. Klein

North Star Press of St. Cloud, Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 144 pages.
Dimensions: 8.9in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in.Readers who wander into Evelyn Kleins neighborhood will find a
warm welcome. This Twin Cities documentary punctuated by poetic insights invites readers as
extended family: with a poem rising above the sunset. The neighborhood includes a rich mix of
people, Battle Creek Park, train whistles, smartweed, day flower, seasons, blue heron, rivers, rush
hour and geese that;clear the pond. Enjoy the visit, the discovery of burning sumac, prickly ash and
maple, and the people who ;shuffle the worldin their cards as if they held both past and future in
their hands. ; Be awestruck as ;the moon casts its halo above shredded clouds. ; And then, when
;the wide-eyed moon faces the golden-haloed sun slipping behind rooftops pulling night sky
between them, you will come away from Kleins neighborhood inspired by sincerity and the wisdom
of a life well led. Linda Back McKay, Author of Shadow Mothers: Stories of Adoption and Reunion
and The Cockeyed Precision of Time Evelyn Klein has rooted her poems and stories in the
landscape of the Midwestern neighborhoods shes lived in. You can feel the north...
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ReviewsReviews

This sort of publication is everything and made me seeking forward and much more. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I
am easily could possibly get a delight of reading through a created pdf.
-- Quinton Balistreri-- Quinton Balistreri

A really amazing ebook with lucid and perfect answers. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You are going to like the way the
blogger write this pdf.
-- Prof. Bertram Ullrich Jr.-- Prof. Bertram Ullrich Jr.
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